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which the short is^asnts «sr« tahea w r s latoasi

it a pitch of 96 vibratioiis par second.

loo major

difficulties ia ths design of the apparatus were to
olisUato offootlvoii disturbing initial transients, and
to damp the speaker adequately immediately following the
sound*

Vhsn thoso difficulties had been removed, two

asta of data wars taken; tha in tarsal used for tha first
sat was *0056 of a second, or approximately *546 of a
vase length; tha interval used for the second sat was
•0061 of a aaoond, approximately ,29$ of a wave length.
Data ware taken for eight different rowel sounds,
two of which ware studied in detail,

the position of

the segments within the cycle was then studied in relation
to the Busbar of times these segments were recognised*
It wee necessary to choose the boundaries for each cycle
arbitrarily.

In accordance with the theory of harmonic

analysis, a method of determining the extremities of each
eyele would hare been to discover the point of aero phase
for the fundamental, that is, the point in the wave form
at whleh the curve of the fundamental starts to rise above
the axis.

Sines, for the present investigation, this was

impossible, some convenient characteristic in each master
wave form was arbitrarily chosen as the beginning of the
eyele, and the point at which this characteristic was next
repeated thus became the end of the cycle.

There was no

particular relationship, therefore, between the point

chosen as the btglMiag of the *iv» length fox1 one vowel
oad the point okkofio at tha beginning of the wave length
fop any ether vowel.
F r a tha data obtained, four specific conclusions
say be dram*
1.

This study verifies Gray1a findings that

significant recognitions may occur on only a small
fraatiaa of one complete vowel cycle.

Gray found con-

alderable paeognltioa at .005 of a second, giving .24
of a cycle$ la tha present investigation, over 50# reeognition was obtained at an interval of .0031 of a second,
giving approximately .298 of a cycle.
2.

h great number of instances occurred in which

the wave form of the short segment closely paralleled a
portion of the master wave.

In the presentation of these

particular segments, the specific seetloa presented from
the eomplete cycle was the only variable.

For each vowel,

marked differences appeared in the number of recognitions
of these various segments,

this gives conclusive evidence

that for vowel sounds definite differences occur in the
facility with which various sections of a given wave length
are recognised.

These differences were treated statistically.

Sineteen subjects were used in taking the first set of data,
and the average variation in recognition for the eight
vowels studied was 8.9 or 31# j 13 subjects were used in the

second session* and there was an average variation in
recognition of 4.9,or 50.0%*

She feet that each

variations exist will obviously nos have to he taken
into consideration in any attempt to standardise tests

of the minimum duration of vowel sounds necessary for
recognition.

It should further he pointed out that

vowel sounds* as normally intoned by different individuals,
vary la pitoh and Quality* and thus in wave fora* so as
to preclude any comprehensive statements concerning segments
generally most easily recognised.

3.

fho Identification of a short segment as belong*

lag to a given vowel obviously will depend upon how much the
segaent sounds like the given vowel.

This very probably

depends chiefly upon the degree to which the acoustic
spectra* of the given short segaent resembles that of the
complete eyele of the vowel.

Considerable variation may

occur* of course* in the harmonic content of two segments
taken from approximately the same section of a given eyele*
even though they have a large portion of their wave fora in
common.

Xt is thus significant to consider the relationship

between the distances separating various segments and the
differences in the recognition of thoee segments.

For this

analysis of the data* the distance was measured between the
Initial points of each two segments occurring for any given
vowel.

Magnitudes of the distances separating the segments

were then correlated with the differences in the number of

recognitions corresponding to these segments*

The correlation

coefficient for the first and second acts of data wore *176
end .023, respectively.
•0943 and .067S.

The respective probable errors were

This correlation shows that the difference

ia the Hanker of recognitions of say two segments will have
little relation to the distance separating those segments*
Tims two segments m y he very close together and one recognised
with ease, the other with difficulty.
4.

As a result of the wide variations in the recog

nitions of the different segments presented, it follows
that variation not only ocours In the facility with which
various short sounds are recognised, but that it also
occurs in the ability of different individuals to recognise
short speech sounds*

Experimental lAWiUgAtloos concerning the shortest
identifiable speech sounds M v « only recently been undertaken,

the study la believed to have considerable scientific

significance, bat i» act one which weald sa&geet itself
free purely practical consideration* of speech sod speech
training.

It is true that we occasionally accuse a person

of talking too rapidly, but our protest is probably aimed
at his inability to articulate clearly at such a rata,
rather than at our own inability to perceive distinct sounds
uttered so rapidly.

The problems of the ability to utter

distinct speech at such rapid rates and of the ability to
perceive such speech would make significant subjects for
investigation.
Hilton Cowan found that for ten prominent actors
and actresses *fl» mean average rate of speech during the
uninterrupted flow of speech within phrases was 213 words
per minute.*

*fhe average median pitch level for all

1.’ Hilton Cowanv 11fitch and Intensity Characteristics
of Stage Speech.* Archives of Speech (lows City, lows).
Supplement, SI, Pee ember, “lt&S.

1

2

male voices was 141*

2

vibrations per second*

Gray* counted the sounds In stvtrai passagea aalectad
at random aad found an avaraga of approximately four sounds
per m d .

41th thle number aa a basis, the average duration

of each aound in the example above would he *0704 of a
second*

ConeIdwring theae averages of pitch and rate, and

Imaludlng both vevele and consonants, the average number of
oyelea for each periodic wound would he approximately 9.95*
Gray4 oitea a report in the American ge^aaine for August,
1938, concerning Allan Armor of Los Angelesf California,
who m e reputed to have delivered 613 words in 37 seconds.
As Gray points out, this would give each sound an average
duration of .033 of a second; and, assuming an average
pitch of 130 cycles per second, the average number of cycles
per sound would be about 3*43.
The scientific implications of the problem of
identifying short speech sound* are more numerous than the
purely practical ones.

There ore a great many questions

which such an investigation suggests, and a technique for
2* Hilton Cowan, *Pitch and Intensity Characteristics
of Stage Speech,* Archives of Speech, Supplement, 81,
December, 1936.
' r1
3* Giles 4. Gray, •Phonemic Microtomy,* Unpublished
paper, Louisiana State University, 193B. Cited hereafter
ass Gray, * Phonemic Microtomy.*
4.

Ibid.

3

the study of the recognition of short speech sounds should
give t i k t b U i n f o m U o a toward their solution.

At present

tin following problems appear to to the wore sign ifleant*
1.

the Heturn of «the» ^Function
nmmiii e ww e e m e e

«M m » m m m m w i M M

m m m

tee of the first questions which presents Itself if
thet of

thenature of the ability to recognise short speech

sounds.Any test of this ability

would first assume that

the individual had been veil trained In the recognition
of speech sounds of norml durst Ion and also In their
indication, preferably in phonetic script*

There remains,

however, tee question of the other factors Important la this
ability to recognise short sounds: whether it Is chiefly
physiological, or psychological; whether it is a native
ability, incapable of Improvement, or she ther training
voald promote better performance.
Studies in the correlation between the ability to
recognise short speech sounds and other abilities of hearing,
such as those involved in the Seashore musical talent tests
should also give seme further insight into the factors basic
to these various capacities.
2m

Relationship to Phonetics and Vowel Theory
Another question which presents Itself ia whether

there is any correlation between ability to recognise short

4

• m o d s end ability la general phonetics.

tea eher or

pheneties ia m i l aware of the differences ia ability to
tra&aeribe, even among persona with similar phonetic t?ilatag.
Still greet*? era tha differences ia ability to discriminate
among fine shadings la speech soiuvls, aa ia especially
evident ia alaaaaa la which aloaa transcription ia studied.

If m e t oorralatloa should be found to M i s t , testing for
aptitude ia recognising short sounds eight offer considerable
information aeaeeraiag baalc phonetic abilities,
Me should also expect important information concerning
speech sounds from such a technique*

It should be possible ,

ia the ease of a recorded diphthong, for example, to study,
from the standpoint of recognition, serious wave lengths
throughout the sound, and thus to determine with considerable
accuracy tha various elements of that diphthong.

A similar

procedure should give valuable information concerning the
m a y glides in speech.
The significance of phase relationships in hearing
has recently received some experimental consideration.4
There is a possible technique employing short sounds which
should give important information concerning this problem.

Many people are familiar with the fact that a vowel sound,
4, J. P. Trimmer and F. k» Firestone, wAn
gation of Subjective Tones by Means of the Steady
Effect/’ The Journal of the Acoustical Society of
(Lancaster, Pennsylvania), 9, Mo. 1, 24-29, July,

Investi
Tone Fhase
America
1957.

5

when played backward on a phonograph record, Is, though
iQMMtftt distortsd, h s U | mognlisd.

If we consider the

acoustic spectrum of an isolated segment taken fro* a
vowel sound, it la obvious that the harmonle content will
be the sias, regardless of whether the segment la played
forward or backward In the record.

Phase relationships,

however, will be changed, and a ecgeperieon of the facility
of recognition in the two instances should give Information
concerning the significance of phase in the perception of
speech sowed*.

This problem of phase relationships In

connection with the present Investigation is discussed
somewhat further la Chapter IX.

CHAPTER 1
PSSVI003 IHVBSflOATIOHS
A

of »on« skndlog is that of determining

the duration of t ton# necessary for the perception of
its pitch*

A survey of atltspti to •atlsatc tha alQisos

interval necessary for this perception has been preseated
1
by too Italian psychologists, 0asalU sod Pastor!.
According to these authors, Stefanini end dradsnlgo
eoaeluded that only two complete vibrations are necessary
for the sensation of tonality; and Stefanini suggests that
one vibration nay be adequate.

q

there is s m s question

here, however, as to whether *tonalIta*3 is Intended to
seen pitch or simply the reception of an auditory stimulus.
According to Abraham and Bruehl, the minimum duration
necessary for the perception of pitch varies considerably
with the pitch studied.*

Bowman and Kuoharskl confirmed

the belief that the number of vibrations necessary for the
sc

perception of plteh is small.

Kucharski concluded that one

1. Agostino Gene111, and Oiusepplna Pastorl, L*snaila1
Blettroaoustlca del idnguaaa&lo. Fubblloezioni della Uaiversita
Catioliea del Saero ftuore, vll, Bo. 1 (Dicembre, 1934).
8. Ibid.. 138.
3. Ibid.. 151.

«. Tsia., 1&2-1&2.

&• iemelil and Pastori, J^anallal Blettroacuatloa
del UaftSiiilo. Bo. 1 (Dlcembre /"lflSij,IbS.

6

7
mingle, period, aad9 under e«rtala conditions, only one half
A
ia mffleleat to give tonal sensation*
Acoording
to Bode, aa quoted By Fletcher/, the minimum duration for the
perception of the piteh of a round of medium loudness ia
about .04$ second.** gtevana and Davis, in their recent and
commendable work on Bearing report an investigation of this
problem by Burck, Kotowakl, and Llehte.

It is concluded

that *ffce absolute tine necessary for the identification
of the pitch of a tone is smallest in the middle range of
frequencies, shore it is approximately *01 sec****
Gens 111 and Pastorl have also recorded early attempts
to estimate the minimum duration of a vowel sound necessary
for idemtiflection*®

Giaafraehesehl concluded that the

minimum duration necessary for the recognition of vowel
sounds was a eons tent, independent of pitch and vowel
10
quality.
Stefaalai, by the use of smoke rings, estimated
that twelve vibrations were necessary to recognise the
vowel
Gemelli and Fas tori made a further attempt to estimate
the minimum duration necessary for vowel recognition.3*2
6* Ibid*, 15$
7. itarvey Fletcher, Useful Numerical Constants of
Speech and Bearing* Reprint From1'the feeXI^ysVera Technical
T m SlT^ K g T T iugas t * 1926) $T?at>Xe~*f7^----------8. Stanley Smith Stevens, and HaHowell Davis,
Bearing* (new forks John Riley & Rons, Inc., 1953), 101*
Cited hereafter ass Stevens and Davis, Bearing.
9* Gemelll and Fastori, L*aaallsi'lieitroaoustica
dal idagnag^lo. Ho. 1 (Dlcembre.“19341* 149-Xi5.
H B B T lbTd* * 152.
11* TE£S. * 156*
IB. demelli and Fastori, L* ana H a l Rlettroacustlca
del Idngoagglo* Ho. 1 {Dicembre,-l9^4),l66-163*

e

They made 9>eiUdgriaa of the five Itoll an vowels, and then,
with the same speakers, attempted to make oscillograms of
voTfti rataiftiAi these five vovili undo? similar conditions.
U s wavs forma of the vowels in the as words wars compared with
tha wars forms of the vowels mads la Isolation.

It was

assumed that the true vowel phoneme existed la the word
only where the wave form corresponded to the wave form of
the Isolated vowel, sad that the waves on either side of
these •tipid,*13 or typical waves were "etipicl,1,1or
atypical, sad thus played so part ia the recognition of the
vowel la speech.

With this questionable technique as a

basis, the authors concluded that two complete and typical
vibrations are sufficient for the recognition of a vowel
ig
sound**9 The Important factor was thus considered to be
the number of typical cycles, rather than the actual duration
of the typical wave form*
The fallacies in the technique of dene 111 and Pastor!
are .obvious.

It is common knowledge to all who sre familiar

with the use of the oscillograph in speech work that there
are great differences in wave forms of the same phoneme*13
Even when vowels are presented in Immediate succession, and
IS*
14.
is.
16*
Archives of
1957*

Ibid., 169.
ms.
iea.
Joint I. Black, *The Quality of a Spoken Vowel,*
Speech (Iowa City, Iowa), n , wo.l, 7-27 July,

mar*,

9

with tli# pitch, quality, &q<I loudness maintained as nearly
constant aa possible, it ia a well known fact that tha ware
f a n will differ markedly tram one period of phe&atiea to
the neat,

it a natter of fact, the mere shifting of the

phase of one atjor component in the vowel can completely
alter the visible wave fora of the vowel,

Thus to assume

that there ia only one type of wave fern which will give a
quality recognisable aa a given vowel sound and that all
asseelated wave ferns are unidentifiable as that sound seem
rather unjustifiable •
The first truly experimental approach to the problem
was made by Oray at Jbeuialsna State University.*7

In this

study, several aeries of short vowel sounds of varying
periods ef duration were actually presented to a group of
subjects for Ideatlfleatioa.

The subjects were asked to

identify short sounds taken from a group ef eleven vowels,
and the duration ef the sounds was reduced until recognition
became exceedingly difficult.

It was then assumed that the

minimum duration necessary for the recognition of the given
vowel had been approximately located.

The question may arise

aa to whether sudden sounds of such short duration will give
the same peyeholegloal impression as will sounds of normal
duration.
IT.

Obviously the impression will not be exactly the
dray, *Phonemic Microtomy.”

10

•m m ; tout so long m

the sound it Identifiable with the

original free which It came, It would appear that true
recognition has occurred.

Of this technique, Oray says:

•Tha final criterion aa to the identity of a sound, it
aeena reasonable to assume, la whether it sounds like that
phoneme, and not Aether ita wave pattern conforms exactly
to the pattern aet up far that phoneme, even though that
pattern ie aet by the sane individual, under aa nearly a a
possible the a n a conditions as the sound under consideration
for identification*****
(tray* a apparatus consisted of a high fidelity
microphone, a pre-amplifier, a main amplifier, end a speaker
system, with a set of mercury contact switches in the speaker
circuit to control the interval of the sound,

These switches

were opened end closed by means of cans, Which, in torn,
were operated by means of a pendulum*

One of the switches

was movable, and its distance from the fixed switch determined
the duration of the interval*

In the switch circuit was

connected a magnetic time marker which was used to indicate
the various time intervals on a kymograph drum*

there were

many necessary complications of the circuit to avoid transient
effects and to completely avoid current transmission between
sounds; but the principal features of the operation were
lb*

Gray, *Phonemic microtomy**

n

«• follow;

Th« pendulum and the microphone wore located

la o m o o m i l removed from the speaker and the subjects*
the first ivlteh la the speaker olrouit was open to prevent
any raped from posting through to the subjects, hut the
seeodd switch remained closed*

A continuous sound was

direoted ot the Microphone end the pendulum vet allowed
to swing*

At the approximate tenter of the awing, the

pendulum strode the earn on the first switch, thus closing
the circuit and allowing the current to set!veto the speaker*
At a predetermined interval thereafter the pendulum struck
the earn on the second avlteh, breaking the circuit and term
inating the sound emitted from the speaker*
Fifteen subject* from an intermediate class In
phonetics vers employed, and data were taken at three
different periods*

Both a masculine and a feminine voice

were used, the masculine voice at pitches of BO, IBS, and
198 cycles per second, and the feminine at pitches of 2$d,
580, and 584 cycles per second. The following eleven vowels
were used: (1), (x), (e), (£), (ec), {*), {/!), (p), (@),
(</), and (u)«

The vowels in each series were given In a

different order, and the subjects were asked to Indicate
in phonetic script the particular vowel they believed each
sound to be*

The data were tabulated, first, according to

recognitions of the separate vowels, and second, according
to the performances of the individual subjects*

12

Gray point# oat two important conclusions*

At

sn interval no short no *005 of a second, except for the
vaveli (r} and (e), the number of correct judgments well
exceeded the errors.

It ie important to note that at the

Invest pitch of the masculine voice, BO vibrations per
second, this interval would allow the presentation of only
•4 of one eyele*

A significant number of reeognitions was

also obtained for many of the vowels even at an interval
as short as *003 of a second, which, for the pitch mentioned
above, would be only *84 of a eyele.

fhe second significant

observation concerns the Incorrect Judgments made on the
series of tests*

Where errors were made, adjacent or neighbor

ing vowels on the traditional vowel diagram were usually
substituted for the correct ones.

As a result of this study,

many valuable observations concerning the relationship of
various phonemes are made.

CHAPTER II

relates STHBiss o»

rm hearxho mechanism

The identification of the limiting factor In the
recognition of short sounds as structural or psychological
is s problem which early arises.

Jk major question In this

connection is whether transient effects are so pronounced
as to mash or seriously distort the short sound as originally
presented to the ear*

These transient effects occur in the

vibration of any system, and their magnitude depends upon
the degree of damping*

In general, three types of damping

may occur. ^

la an overdamped system * vibration does not

take place.

Instead, the system, when displaced and released,

gradually swings back toward a position of equilibrium*
the wnderdamped system, vibrations do occur when the

system

Is displaced; and these vibrations will decay la a manner
determined by the specific degree of damping.

The third

type of damping Is called critical damping, which occurs
when the action of the released system falls Just between
the limits of the two cases mentioned above.

This takes

1.
A. B. Hood, k Testbook of Sound. (Hew forks
The Macmillan Company, 1038617 SWSfc Cited hereafter net
Hoed, A Textbook of Bound.

13

In

14

place when damping lifts been ioorosi^l to ft point small
that tfeift ijttin returns to « state of equilibrium In the
short*st poislUt lift#! hut falls just short of vibration.
The principle of critical damping is especially important
la th« design of high fidelity sound apparatus.
Xf s porlodle driving fores is suddenly applied to
ft *7*tea oftpahls of vibration^ the resulting motion will
consist of two essential components,

the first is a

steady-state vibration at the frequency of the driving
force, and this will continue as long as the driving force
is maintained constant,

the other is Galled the transient

term and will eventually disappear, leaving only the steady*
state vibration.

The following express ion is for a simple

oscillator to which a simple harmonic driving force has
been applied.

The first term is the transient term which

will decrease according to the magnitude of the damping
factor, k, and the second term la the steady-state component.8

Where:
X

is the displacement of the driven system

f -JL

where f Is the maximum value of the driving

— ^5*

~

~

force
m

£

is the mass of the driven aystem
where fa is the frequency of the driving
force

2.

Wood, £ Textbook of Sound, 58.

15

where £ la the resistance constant
S -^£o

Hu ** ***• a*few** frequency of
the driven ayston
la tlia phase angle between the

"

displacement of the driven ayaton and
tha driving force

s’,/.a8 - * 8
Sara tha damping coefficient k determines hoar quickly
tha transient torn alii disappear.

$o calculate tha affect

of tha transient tarn where a staple harmonic notion la
saddenly applied to the ear would thus require an evaluation
of the various constants given in the above equation#
Vibrations which strike the membrane tympanl, or
dram of the ear, are transmitted to the fenestra oval la,
or oval window, of the cochlea by means of the ossicular
chain of tha middle ear*

the ossicular chain Is a chain

of three tiny bones: the malleus, or hammer; the incus,
or anvil; and the stapes, or stirrup.®
Studies made by Stevens and Davis concerning the
transmission characteristics of the auditory ossicles are
especially related to tha present problem.

A tiny mirror

5. A good description of tha anatomy and general
function of the ear may be found in William M* Howell, A
& JfftysioiPffr. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Lera.Company, 1950), 507*405.
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was attached to the handle of the malleus, and li^ht
m f l a e M f r w this mirror «i« used to record, oa photogniide paper, the response to a sharp click impingedapoa tha ear*

Tha resulting wave forma show that tha

mechanism la highly, hut not critically damped.

Tha curves

presented by Stevens and Pavla were measured by the present
author, sod tha frequency of tha resulting vibration was
found to be about 820 cycles per second**
is not

This, of course,

tha true natural frequency of the middle ear mechan

ism as It would occur if isolated from the remainder of the
hearing mechanism*

The Inner and outer ear were both coupled

to this mechanism when these corvee were made, and this
coupling undoubtedly had considerable influence open the
resulting vibration*
Several significant studies have also been made
concerning the activity within the eochlea.

The oval

window of the eochlea transmits to the cochlear duet of
the inner ear the vibrations received from the ossicular
chain*

The floor of this cochlear duct la formed partly

by the lamina spiralis, a spiral ledge of bene, and partly
by the basilar membrane*

Upon this membrane lies the organ

of Cortl, and projecting from the organ of Cortl are tiny
hairs*

these hairs arise from small cells within the organ,

and it is in these cells that the cochlear branch of the
auditory nerve is terminated*
4*

The membrane of Be leaner

Stevens and Davis, Bearing, 262*263*
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f o m ibt top wall of the cochlear diei( The duct itself
1« filled with endolymph, and floating la thia endo lymph,
above the tiny hair fibres, it the tectorial membrane.
It has been known since the tine of the German physicist,
physician, and physiologist, Belmholts, that the lower end
of this system, or that osar the oral window, responds to
the higher frequencies of the sound, while the upper end of
fi

the system responds te the lower frequencies* Thus the
As
mechanism of the eochlea weapons to a varying range of
frequencies distributed along Its length and translates
them late naive energy*
A series of laveatigstIons by such men as Waver,
6
?
a
Bray, semi, Adrian, Davis, and Bowman, has shown that
an electrical potential, Independent of the auditory nerve
action currents, is generated by the action of the eochlea*
This potential may be pichad up by means of a wick electrode
on the round window and recorded through the use of the
eathede~ray oscillograph*

According to Stevens and Davis,®

6. Hermann A. F. Helmholts, Translated by Alexander
f. Bills, Sensations of Tone, (Hew York* Longmans, Green, and
Company, lSWj'j
6* S* C. Waver and C* W* Bray, "The Ha tore of Acoustic
Responses The Relation between Sound Intensity and the Hag*
altttde of Responses in the Cochlea,*1 The Journal of Experimental
Psychology (Lancaster, Pennsylvania) ,~TB,
1§M*
77 Hallowsll Davis, The Electrical Phenomena of the
Cochlea and the Auditory H e m . ® The Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America (Lancaster, Pennsylvania)
18, 1$S8*
8* B* 8* Vewman, 8* 8* Stevens, and H* Davis, "Factors
la the Production of Aural Harmonies and Combination Tones,"
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (Lancaster.
PennsylvaniaT, 9, Ho* 8, 107*118, October, ISo7*
9* Stevens and Davis, Bearing, 810*811*

IS

Adrien was the first to suggest tha term "nierophonle action"
for this electrical activity*

This microphonia action of

the cochlea has toon shown by Mover and Bray^ and by
11
^»ttU and Black
to giro an effective index to the
vibrational energy reaching the auditory end-organs.
Measurement of tha damping within the cochlea itself
la n e t more complicated*

Stevens and Davie suggest that,

considering the auditory mechanism as a whole, it requires
about ,0b of a aeaoad after the interruption of a sound
before actual ear vibrations become ineffective, and that
is
for the cochlea alone the damping ia probably greater**0
These same authors alee present photographs of the "cochlear
microphonic"shewing the initial transients which oeeur
A o n a sound is suddenly impinged upon the ear*

The transient

appears as a definite distijubanes in the wave form for over
•90S of a second*
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This is longer than the shortest interval

10* B. C. Sever and 0* 1* Bray, "The Ifature of
Aeoustie Responses The Relation between Sound Intensity and
the Bageltude of Responses in the Cochlea." The Journal
of Ssperlmeatel Psychology. 19. 129-143* 19357
“
ir”
t o r i n u L a b. J. Bl*ck, *Th* Coohlear
Seepcase as an Index to Bearing," The American Journal of
Kareloloxv (Beaton, Massachusetts), llB'^ 824^836,"
15. Stevens and Davis. Bearing* 080-287*
13. Ibid., 327-331*
14. TORT.
“
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at which recognitions of abort speech sounds were obtained
IS
by Gray.
Steves* and Davie also present data showing that
the notion currents which accompany the auditory nerve
warrants as they are transmitted away from the eoehlea often
fellow the generation of the cochlear microphoaic by as
much as . M M of a second.**
Bateay attempted to measure the duration of auditory
sensation after the stimulus had been removed.

Sis procedure

was to measure for a given tone the slowest rate of decay
which would give the same sensation as that given by the
abrupt termination of the tone.

Stevens and Davis show

that, according to the data presented by Behesy, all tones,
regardless of the original intensity, diminish to the value
of the auditory threshold in approximately .14 of a second.
Sash an observation suggests the existence of an auditory
after-image*

The authors conclude, however, that, If we

accept the argument, *It Is necessary to assign this
phenomenon of persistence to a central mechanism, because
no persistence as great as .14 of a second has been observed
in the physiological effects detectable in the cochlea or in
the auditory nerve.
15.
Id.
17.

17

See page 12.
Stevens and Davis, Hearing. 585*587.
Ibid.. 225.
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As has been previously explained, the particular
portion of the cochlear mechanism which will respond to
a given vibration depends upon the frequency of that
vibration,

thus the inner ear appears to perform the

function of a harmonic analyser by giving to the auditory
nerve an indication of the frequency and amplitude of the
various components of the wave impinged upon it.
known as Ohm* a acoustical law.

this is

It is believed by some,

however, that the phase relationships of these various
components have little or no significance in the actual
pereeptlon of the sound.

In this respect, Stewart says,

*Xt is a peculiar circumstance that the ear recognises
the combined tones as the same irrespective of the phase
ig
relations among the components."
Stevens and Pavla empress
a similar attitude, but qualify it somewhat in saying that
"...with slight exceptions, the ear is not sensitive to
differences of phase between the components of a complex
19
tone.*
a thoroughly scientific Investigation of this
problem has been made by trimmer and Firestone at the
University of Michigan.**® two pure tones whose frequencies
were in simple Integral relationship to each other were
18. Oeorge Walter Stewart, Introductory Acoustics.
(Mew York: D. Van Sostrand Company, inc. lttfc&V; I5S7“ "“
19. Stevens and Davis, Searing. 15-16.
80. J. P. Trimmer and F. A. firestone, "An
lavestigfttion of Subjective Tones by Means of the Steady
Tone Phase Effect,"The Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America (Lancaster, PennsyIvaSaT7*9, io. 1, 843597
751 y, ISM.
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presented to tha ears of several subjects.

'fhe subjects

vtft then allowed to adjust tha phase angle between these
too tones, first, for aiuiautt ioudassi, mad, second, for
minimum roughness*

doth loudness and quality ware found to

dopsad upofi the phase angle*

fhe offeet upon quality, is,

la part at least, sxpisiusd by tha nonlinear transmission
eharaeteristlea of the ear*

This nonllnearlty tends to

introduce additional harmonica, or frequencies, into the
tone as finally perceived.

the nature and magnitude of

these additional harmonica created In the ear mill depend
upon the phase relationship among the various frequencies
presented from without.

cs xp t e h

in

fie FRESE8T PROBLEM
Blth recognitions occurring on ii little §« *24
of one cycle,1 the question immediately arises as to
Aether one segment fro* a given eyole is recognised with
greater ease than la another#

Gray reports that when the

Interval of .01 use accidentally repeated In his study,
"...somewhat different data were secured for the two
Identical I n t e r v a l s . A one to one correspondence, of
course, could not he expected In the results of such a
complicated performance as the recognition of short speech
sounds; and variations within certain limits could probably
be accounted for on this psychological basis*

Should wide

variations exist, however, one would expect the cause to
H e in aeatt physical difference such as that which would
occur in the presentation of various portions of the wave
length.
This la obviously a question which would have to
be saswered before any sueeessful attempt could be made
1.
S.

See pane IS.
dray, "Phonemic Microtomy. *
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this does met permit ft predetermine tl<w of the particular
u g r n t of the v o m I sound to bo used; but it does «alc«
It possible to reduce transient offeeta to the aacaaatry
minimum*

9o attempt is to bo mode to present segments of

similar harmonic content; in foot, it it proposed to take
Oft Interval which Is not oven a simple fractional part of
the complete cycle.
According to Fourier*a integral theorem, the harmonic
analysis of one of these short pulses would show an extremely
large number of components,^

Such a pulse would be math

ematically described as a curve of sere amplitude from
to seam value, t^ the amplitude becomes finite and remains
so to tg; and from tg to j*c*> It again becomes sere,

this

complete curve, as treated by the integral theorem, would
have an Infinite period; end if the duration of the pulse
were Infinitesimal, it would have an infinite number of
harmonies,*

In eontrust, if asinusoidal

repeated in time from

wave form were

to jo*, theharmonic

analysis,

according to Fourier's general theorem,® would show but a
single component.
The harmonic analysis usually applied to speech Is
of this latter form.

The curves of the sound under con-

3, Albert Bsgle, Fourier's Theorem and Harmonic
Analysis. (loudens Longmans , Sreen entl VempaSy, XtfSSj,
4.
s.

Ibid.» 149,
IEI3.'
.
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2b

lidtrtUoa i h

to

periodic and continuously

and tha period lak«a for analysis is that of a
single cycle.
A single

than, could ha assumed to be an

isolated cycle of a repeated i»v« form.

Tha period would

ha equal to tha duration of the pulse, and fehie conventional
f e n of analysis could be applied.
The identification of short segments as belonging
to a given vowel will obviously depend upon how much the
segment, aa heard, resembles that particular vowel.

This

vary probably depends chiefly upon the degree to which the
acoustic spectrum of the short segment resembles the acoustic
spectrum of the complete cycle of the vowel from which it
earns.

It la vary probably true that considerable variation

may occur in the harmonie content of segments taken from
different portions of a particular cycle.

It Is quite

conceivable, however, that variations, perhaps as great,
may eeeur In tha harmonic content of two segments taken
from approximately the same section of a given cycle, even
though these segments have a large portion of their wav#
form la common.
discover whether

It is proposed In the present study to
significant differences in tha recognition

of various segments do occur; and. If differences should be
found to exist, it Is further proposed to investigate, so
far as possible, the nature of these differences.
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There are two major requirements for auch an investigation.
First, a technique la necessary tor obtaining short segments
of equal duration From a given cycle, and of presenting these
segments to a group for the test of recognition,

Second,

a technique is necessary for recording each segment, and
of thereafter Identifying the particular portion of the cycle
from which each segment came.

< m i B iv
APPAHAT08
The apparatus for tha present study ess designed for
tha specific purpose of determining whether the particular
portion of the ware length employed is, in general, significant
Is the recognition of short rowel sounds.
major requirements.

There were several

First, a method of repeating given

vowels with approximately the same wave form was necessary.
Second, a method was desired for taking small random segments
from these waves and presenting them to a group of subjects
for the test of recognition*

The third requirement was

as complete an elimination of all extraneous effects as
was physically possibles most disturbing among these effects
are Initial associated transients and additional vibrations
following the presentation of the segment.

Fourth, a

method was necessary for photographing each small segment
as It was heard, thus providing a method of identifying the
particular portion from which the various segments came.
It was finally decided to use, for controlling the
duration of the vowels, an electrical method similar to
that developed by dray.
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fhs first unit la this system was a high fidelity
crystal microphone*

he recorded fowli were else employed,

e pleao-astatic eryetel piek-up wee used for reproduction
purposes*

The turntable employed for reproduo tlea wee that

weed by the Souad Apparatus company* la their Fid©11tone
reoorderi It m e driven by a Baja synchronous motor*
There were three major considerations la the
selection of sa amplifier*

The first was gala; the

second was power output; and the third was fidelity*
The amplifier finally chosen for use was also the one used
la the Fldelitoee recorder*

It has a gain of over SO db*

using a pair of 213*s for the power tubes, and giving a
maximum undlstorted output of over ten watts*
Both frequency and amplitude distortion, at normal
values of amplification, were negllble*

amplitude distortion

say be considered to occur if a sinusoidal voltage Is used
as the slgea). for an amplifier and the resulting wave form
in m e output departs from this purely sinusoidal fom.®
In the amplifier used significant amplitude distortion was
not observable, even at the lower frequencies*

Frequency

distortion may be considered as the unequal amplification
of different frequencies*3
1*
t.
(Hew York:
*•

la the present Instance, frequency

150 West 46th Street, Hew York City*
B* S. Glasgow, Principles of Badlo Knainecrlng*
McGraw-Hill Book Company, incT^TBSd), 146.
Ibid** 147.
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diitOFtlea «tt aegllglble, as the Oftnll gala of the amplifier
stayed n i l within tha Haiti of one |b up to tea thousand
cycles#
f t m ware two considerations la tha selection of a
speaker, fidelity aad tha minimisation of transient affects.
laitlaX transients occur when tha output of tha amplifier la
suddenly switched to tha speaker, aad thay are neat pronounced
la tha response of tha speaker mechanism itself#

The speaker

vibration la mechanical and la maintained by electrical
energy*

fha solution to tha general equation for a simple

eeoillater, with a harmonic driving force applied, waa given
in Chapter IX.
Am hae been explained, the first of the two terns la
the transient tern and decreases according to the magnitude
of the dealing constant, k*

Uhe second tern is a steady-

state term which has the frequency of the driving force*
Vhen only this system la considered, it la seen that the
dsayisg increases in accordance with the resistance, r*
The actual operation of a speaker, however, la much more
complicated,

SIno© the mechanical constants are reflected

back late the electrical circuit, we eaa consider neither
system alone*

la fact, the ourrent resultlag from a

voltage applied across the speaker will depend upon the
apparent electrical impedance, which, In turn, results from
both thstpue elsetries! Impedance and the reflooted mechanical

30

impedance.

M s

mechanical impedance, as it appears to the

eleetrleal circuit, la of tea called the motional impedance
of the system.
Zf the speaker eircuit la open, the damping sill depend
p r h M d i | upon tits reel stance of the mechanical system.

This

la the equivalent of attaching an Infinite electrical la*
pedenee across the speaker terminals.

If we connect very

low electrical impedance across the speaker, however, damping
will eeenr in an entirely different fashion.

If, in some

manner, the speaker la set into vibration, a voltage will
appear across the terminals.

If the circuit is closed,

a current will flow; and If the external Impedance is small,
the magnitude of this current will he comparatively large.
This current produces a self-induced and opposing voltage
In the coll of the speaker, which thus counteract a the
speaker vibration.

This results in an Increase in the

effective damping, end free vibration will therefore die
away much more rapidly.
The net internal electrical impedance of the speaker
likewise figures in the magnitude of the current developed.
Thus, to achieve a high degree of damping In the practical
ease. It is necessary to have both a generator and a speaker
of lew internal impedance.

In sound amplification, we may

consider the generator to be the power output.

The output

tubes are usually coupled to the speaker by means of a
matching transformer.

Since the internal impedance of the
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the next problem m s

to avoid tbs transient effects

H d « b iosld fellow tbs brvittiig of tha apeaker-empllfier
Breaking tha connection la tha normal fashion
would leave tha spaakar oa open circuit, and tha damping
would than depend only upon tha mechanical friction factor
ia tha speaker Itself,

Xt ms decided, therefore, to damp

tha speaker electrically immediately following the sound
by causing a short circuit across tha terminals*

this

would produce a comparatively large currant, which would,
in turn, produce a voltage to counteract affectively the
motion of tha speaker*

The method of accompliahlog this

lsssedlete abort Is explained In a later discuss ion of the
switches employed*
Best, It was necessary to obtain a dummy impedance
approximately equivalent to tha speaker impedance la order
to properly load tha amplifier before and after the sound
m s allowed to activate tha speaker*

The purpose of this

dummy load ms to keep the output voltage at all times
as nearly eons test -as possible*

This was desirable for

two reasonss first, to protect the amplifier from the
high voltage which would develop if it were left on open
circuit; and ascend, to prevent the initial distortion
of the sound whleh would result if the amplifier were
switched to the speaker from a load of a different value*

33

The re1fttion of the load on e tab© to the voltage across
that iotd le sheen by the following equations*

’

&

*

**+• »1

la the effective value of the varying
component of the plate voltage

u

la the tube amplification factor

V

~ l“ ot « “ ’“ »u *
component of the grid voltage

fi le the value of the load on the tube
JL
H o la the internal a •c • reelstance of the
tube
3iae*! for toe presentation of the short Bounds,
the eepllfier vae to be switched to a speaker at rest,
toe ideal method would have been to obtain a speaker
Identical to the one used*

toe cone of this second speaker

could toco have been elanped* and an Identical speaker,
continuously at rest, would have been available for toe
dummy load*

tons, no voltage change would have occurred

la shifting to the speaker used for final presentation
of the vowel sounds*

An impendence was available, however,

which gave output voltages so nearly parallel to the
4* Austin V. Eastman, Fundamentals of Vacuum
Tubes* (Sew forks acOraw-Hill Book Company,~Tac.,"1337>, 132*
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voltage* developed serosa the speaker that It was deemed
satisfactory for the present purpose*
% * design of the switch circuit was now fairly
well prescribed.

According to the specifieatioas above ,

It was accessary for the first switch to shift from the
substitute load to the speaker*

Since it was impossible

to shift simultaneously from one line to another, it was
decided to let the contact which completed the speaker
circuit precede, by as small a fraction of time as possible,
the break with the substitute load*

The function of the

second switch as well was clearly defined.

It was necessary

for this switch to break the contact with the speaker, and
at the same time to cause a direct short across the speaker
circuit*

Again it was decided to let the short circuit

contact precede, by as small a fraction of time as possible,
the breaking of the speaker circuit*

One operation remained;

the action of the second switch left the amplifier on open
circuit, making it necessary to shift back to the substitute
load*

Since the switches were operated by a pendulum, it

was deemed satisfactory to reset the first switch on th<*
return sweep and to thus re-establish the load oa the
amplifier*

A wiring diagram of the switch circuit is

shown in Fig* 1*
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From
Amplifier

Fig.

To
Speaker

of the twitch circuit.

$6

Fig. a shows tbs switch construction In more detail.
A H contacts w n

made of silver sad were soldered to s

swell strip of felrly heavy shim stock.
m s becked by s rather stiff spring.

This, in turn,

The switch contacts

were controlled by eons, which, in turn, were operated by
levers projecting into the path of a pendulum.

Since the

switches were purely mechanical in action, s particularly
heavy bob, weighing several pounds, was used on the
pendulum to Insure a uniformity of performance.

This

pendulum was 44 inches long and was supported and braced
by heavy rods rising above the laboratory table.

The

supporting rod turned in ball bearing collars, and the
pendulum was firmly fined at the center of this rod to
prevent lateral motion.

A large are was used to afford

considerable velocity at the center of the swing so that
the action time for each switch would be negligible in
comparison with the total Interval during which the sound
was transmitted,

A metal catch, used to hold the pendulum

aside, was so fashioned that the weight was released in
exactly the same manner each time, thus insuring coKStcnoy
of the interval.
The position of the first switch was varied by
means of a long worm gear; and a steel pointer Indicated
the time interval on a calibrated scale.

The final

measurement of the time interval, however, was taken
from the photographs which are to be dlsoussed in the
next chapter.

57

Pendulum
Bob

Cam Lever

Contact

Spring

First Position

Contact

Second Position

Fig# 2 #— Pendulum bob and positions of the first
speaker switch.
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For photographing the sounds transmitted by the
speaker, a General Radio 887-B electron oscillograph,
la conjunction with « General Radio 714*1 amplifier, was
used.

it first the sounds were picked up by placing a

mierophoae la front of the speaker,

This wea done to get

ea object!re indication of the sound as actually heard by
the subjects,

This technique probed undesirable, however,

for reasons explained later; and the actual data were taken
with the input to the oscillograph amplifier connected,
with the proper protective resistance, across the speaker
circuit.
In fsS anastl&aatle lens with a special adjustable
mounting m s obtained from Burke and James,^

The oscill

ograph screen was then covered with a light-proof box,
at the front of which the lens was mounted,

A light alum

inum drum, ten inches In circumference, was mounted vertically
before the lens; and this drum was driven by a 1/10 horse
power, type 3&A Galvin constant speed motor.
offered some difficulty.

The coupling

The method finally used was to

bring the two shafts into close approximation end to
carefull align them; a short length of rubber tubing was
fitted over the two ends, and the entire union was firmly
bound with friction tape,

A constant speed motor of another

type was first tried and found inadequate; the motor used,
however, gave exceedingly reliable performance.

Many photographs

were made with a 436 cycle tuning fork, and when these were
6, 883 R, Madison St., Chicago, Illinois

3®
compared they shoved tho drum speed to bs thoroughly constant#
Independent curves checked accurately with each other, and
various portions of tho suss curve showed exeat agreement,
V

Samples fpas tills group of curves ere shows is Fig. 3.
fo provide so adequate spreading of the curves it
m s necessary that the drum revolve at high speed#

This,

1s turn, necessitated the use of an extremely fast photo
graphic film#
film#

that finally employed was Agfa tfltra-Speed

£astsan h-ll, for high cons treat film and plate

negatives, m s used la developing#

The film was cut into

tea-laeh strips and sealed lute rings by m a n s of Scotch
Cellulose Tape plaoed oa the inner suryaoe#

These rings

of film fitted the d n m tightly enough to prevent slippage,
and the sensitive, or avulsion, side remained exposed to
the oscillograph ray#
The length of the interval during which the oscillograph
spot was allowed to strike the drua was controlled by mesas
of a shutter provided with the lens#

It was found unde

sirable to allow the spot to strike the fila for more than
two revolutions of the drum, for the axis then became
particularly heavy in comparison with the curve of the sound
photographed and made it difficult to calculate the exact
time interval.

The shutter was controlled by the usual

flexible cable, thus preventing a movement of the lens when
the shatter was opened#

A method was now necessary for the

m

Pig# 5;••Independent curves of s 436 cycle tuning
fork, showing constancy in rotation of the
dmu
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synchronisation of tho shutter with tho presentation of
lt» short lonfid*

Tho method finally adopted woo that of

Mohonioolly opening tho Gutter by noons of s foiling
weight whieh depressed the trigger on tho end of tho flex
ible cable.

The weight m e released by « strong electromagnet,

dddi, la turn, wee native ted from the 110 volt a.c. line
through * swlteh in the pendulum system.

This switch wee

eiwiler in eonstreetIon to the others, bat it made only e
aoaeatery eon tact.

It wee thrown by a cam lever and was

plaeed in the pendulum are Just far enough ahead of the first
speaker switch to open the shatter before the sound came
through.

The speed of the shutter was adjustable between

•01 of a second and 1 second.

The setting used allowed

the spot projected by the oscillograph to strike the
photographic fila for about two revolutions of the drum.
During the first revolution, the curve of the sound emitted
by the speaker was recorded; and during the second revolution,
aa axis was drawn through this curve by the now motionless
oscillograph ray.
Several photographs were mads using a microphone to
pick up the short sounds from the speaker.

The resulting

curves showed the sounds at the required short intervals;
but extremely small additional vibrations distorted the
axis, making accurate calculation of the time Interval
impose ibis.

The source of this distrubance was never

determined.

Its wave form was periodic and rather complex.
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tat is no way did It resemble tha wave form of the sound
itself,

Mae * the windows of the empty room in which the

speaks* was located were closed when these pictures were
taken, a reworkerstioa offset may hare been the cause of the
disturbance.

On the other hand, as the room was not Isolated

from the remainder of the building and since a fairly high
Sain was necessary, the difficulty may hare been the result
of general building noise#

One entire wall of tale room

was lined with windows; and when the data were actually
taken, these windows were opened.

In addition, there were

t a n several people in the room? and in consideration of
the feet that the sounds were of an extremely short duration,
it is obviously impossible that any reverberation effect
a

could have b o w significant in the test of recognition.
The method finally employed for photographing the
sounds gave much more satisfactory results than did the
technique employing the microphone.

This method, as mentioned

shows, consisted simply of connecting the input of the
oscillograph amplifier across the speaker circuit.

Sufficient

parallel resistance was employed to avoid overloading the
input tube; and sufficient series resistance was employed
to prevent this parallel resistance from having any effect
on the speaker circuit.

With this technique, ail external

f

S, Carl F, gyring, "Reverberation Time in •Deed*
Rooms," The Journal of the Acoustical Socle tv of America
(haneaste?7 WSB5yIvaniaT7
JanuaryTT930.
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dieturbaaoe was

Since the vibration of the

speaker ceased abruptly when tho second switch was thrown,
tho period of tho recorded wave fora woo now distinctly
marked, M t l s g pottslblo on occurs to determination of ths tin©
iBltmU
She curves In Fig. 4 shoe this abrupt termination
of the wove f w s end on elnosfc complete elimination of
trensisnt effects ot both the beginning end end of the
sound wows*

In these curves, somewhat more then one wave

length has been recorded to provide steady state portions
with W d i h to eompare the'initial and final sections.
I t o n photographs demonstrate the effective elimination
of transient components*

Splices in these curves indicate

that a wave length has been removed from the center of a
longer curve or that the photograph of the sound was
originally made across the splice of the film.
The motor was, of necessity, placed below the
drum, and its eonntercloekwise rotation caused the beginning
of the curves to appear at the right, and the end to appear
at tee left.

The curves la Pig. 4, therefore, are read

from right to left, instead of in the usual manner.

In

each curve photographed, the axis drawn by the oscillograph
spot Is slightly below the center of the film, providing
a ready means of distinguishing the top from the bottom.
fhe microphone into which the continuous vowel
sounds were produced was placed In a sound-proof room
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cad was 6omi«eted to tho mold Amplifier la the Adjoining
laboratory.

It was here that the eeltehee mere located,

and the pereoa operating them

was

able to communicate

with the person prodaolag the vowels by mesas of a system
of signal lights,

the speaker cable was led through a

hall late a room located at a distance great enough to
prevent easy sewmd transmission through the air*

The

photographic equipment was assembled la a room adjoining
that la which yes switches were located, sad, because of
the hypersensitive film employed, it was necessary that
the two person* actually making the photographs work in
total darkness*
tee individual placed the fils on the drum, controlled
the motor sad signal switches, and replaced the shutter
weight after eeeh photography while the other person
prepared and labeled the fresh films and laid the exposed
strips sway,

tease taste were particularly important for

the fellsstmg two reasonss first, it was necessary to keep
the films Is order, and second, to present an adequate
series of vowels at one session, considerable speed was
required*

& public address system to the darkroom was used

to eoBOunee tea proper label for each strip of film, and a
aeon light was flashed when the person operating the drum
was prepared to take the next photograph,

tee schema tie

diagram in Fig* 6 Indies tea the Important elements in the
complete system*
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Pig* 4.•-Corvee of a tuning fork, and of tho vowe in
(x) # (#)# Ct/>* end {u }• Initial transienta
are shown at the right, and final transient a
at the left*
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PROCEDURE
fb» isbjteti in the present lav*stig«Uon were,
for the ao»t pert, students •arelltd la a class la
general phonetics taught at the university.
■embers and a few persons

f»o faculty

had previously taken the

M f « « i having sines dens further work in phonetics, also
served as subjects during the first session,

the experiment

m s explained to tiae group and a preliminary training period
m s given at the regular class hour.

A few sounds were

photographed at this time as a final check against possible
flaws in the procedure.
The first set of data was taken at seven o’clock
la the evening.

This hour, a tine at which building and

cutsids noises were at a minimum, was chosen as most
m i table for the experiment.

Dr. 01 lea 1, drey, Professor

of speech at the university, was chosen to produce the
vowels because of his ability to maintain a sound unusually
constant la pitch, quality, and force, and because of his
ability to produce a clear quality at the pitch (96 dv.)
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desired for tho present study*
Before the time for taking the date, all film
eee cut and sealed Into rings to fit the drum; the contacts
on the eel tehee were thoroughly cleaned; the apparatus was
carefully checked; and the subjects were provided with
cross-ruled paper on which to indicate the vowel symbols*
The procedure in taking the first set of data was
as follows t M e n the person operating the drum had put
the film In place and had turned on the motor, he flashed
the neon light as a signal to the operator of the pendulum*
this operator turned on the first signal light to the
sound-proof room in which the microphone was located, and
at the same time closed the first switch In the speaker
eireult*

The column and number for the next vowel were

announced to the subjects over the microphone; the first
speaker switch was reset; end after a moment*s pause, the
second signal light was flashed in the microphone room*
This was the signal for the production of the vowel, and
a moment later the pendulum was released and allowed to
swing*

The first switch thrown was that opening the shutter

os the lens; the second started the vowel sound through the
speaker, and, at the same time, into the oscillograph
amplifier for the photograph; the third switch broke the
speaker circuit, cutting off the sound current from the
speaker and oscillograph*

On its return sweep, the

pendulum reset both the first speaker switch and the shutter
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swltofa*

fh« leoood

switch was react by hand; tnd,

while the dram wee being loaded for the next photograph,
the operator of the pendulum announced to the darkroom the
label for the film which wee to follow the one then being
placed on the d m »

la this manner, a freeh film wee always

ready to be placed on the drum Immediately following the
photographing of the preceding vowel*

When the shutter

4

weight had been replaced, the drum reloaded, and the motor
turned on, this procedure was repeated*
A brief preliminary practice period, during which
longer sound# were presented, wee given*

It this time,

a master photograph of well over one wave length was made
of eaoh vowel; the short curves taken thereafter were
compared with these longer wave forms*

The period was

then progressively shortened until the Interval desired
for the present study was reached*

At this short Interval,

several series of vowels were presented for recognition and
were simultaneously photographed*
Sight vowels were used, those tending toward
diphthaa&ization being avoided*

The vowels were presented

In series of nine, with one vowel repeated*

One of the

duplicate vowels used in eaoh aeries was arbitrarily chosen
as a *joker* and was not photographed*

This was to reduce

the possibility of guessing the correct symbols*

The only

explanation made to the sub jests ooncernlng the vowels was
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t o t they all eeewtfi on tho conventional diagram, cad
t o t (a) was not aetd.
t o o tolch to choose.

this loft a minimum of 13 sounds
to this basis it Is pos&lble to

cowput* too probability of correctly guessing one or more
tftolt la n e t series*
ttts proble* rill bo wade somewhat clearer if w
imagine too lb synbols to bo written on cords.

If too

cards ore toon shuffled, toe probability of dreeing a given
number of specified symbols in a predetermined order may be
computed.

toe probability of drawing an (e) the first time

is obviously 1/15.

If It la assumed that toe same symbol

any be repeated any number of tines in this predetermined
series, toon toe probability of next drawing an (i) is also
1/1S; for, If (e) nay be repeated, there are still 15
symbols from vfaioh to draw*

toe probability, therefore,

of drawing both of these symbol* correctly Is 1/225.1
toss toe probability of drawing all eight significant
•yafeels according to a predetermined order la 1/15®*
If it is assumed that the subjects in toe present experiment
were entirely Ignorant of the arrangement of toe vowel*
>

in toe series, then 1/15 la tbs probability of their having
guessed any one symbol right, and 1/226 is toe probability
1. toe two probabilities are eiaply multi plied
together* 1 clear discussion of this type of probability
nay be had in fslater H. Grabii*, and P* Wallace John,
Advanced Algebra. {New York: Frentice-Iiall, Inc., 1950),
1 3 3 -IS7 7

----
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of their having guessed aay two symbols correctly.
the subjects might conceivably have concluded,
however, that no v m l in m y series ess given more than
tales*

Siftee m y oae of the 15 vowels would have bees

repeated the second time, there would have been 15 symbols
from W U d i to choose each time until oae of the symbols
was duplicated,

thus, until scats symbol had been dupllerted,

the probability of guessing the correct symbol each time
was 1/15.

Thereafter, the succeeding probabilities became

1/14, 1/15, 1/12, etc.

The probability of getting all nine

symbols correct was thsat

1 . 1 . 1 . . .

^

“H

“15

1

Z*5=T3=5Ur

where a was the series number of the duplicated vowel.
The probability m y be still further limited by
assuming that the subjects In some manner discovered
which vowels were being used, and further, that all
eight occurred in each series, or. In other words, that
only (me vowel was duplicated,

the probability of

guessing the first symbol correctly would then be 1/8;
tat, sloes this symbol could be repeated, the probability
of guessing correctly the next succeeding symbol would
also be 1/8.

This would hold true until the duplicated

m

» « w i appeared*

Fra* there on the probabilities would

becomes
4-o

{F-{n+-i)

5-{n^S)

' ("tt-n-x - l )

and the total probability of guessing ell symbols correctly
would bet
-1.
8^

• ....1
6»,g

•

1

* * * * * *

1 _______
t9-o-x
i)

©ray obtained, except for the shorter Intervals,
rather consistent results lo the substitutions mode for
the correct rowel symbols*

He found that, when errors

did occur, the correct symbol wee usually replaced by
erne of Its two closest neighbors on the traditional vowel
2
diagram*
In as occasional instance, this was also
strikingly true la the present study, even at the
shortest intervals*

Frequently, however, erroneous

judgments, even for the «aa» individual, were not thus
limited to neighboring vowels*
Let it nevertheless be assumed that certain audible
characteristics did distinguish each vowel as one of a
group of three*

It still follows that, even under the

most favorable and specialised arrangemeat in the series,
the probability of guessing more than one correctly would
not bo significant*
experiment as
£•

This Is especially true In the present

the vowels occurred only In pairs on the

Gray, *Phonemic Microtomy •"
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diagram*

Furthtr, it la obviously true that, by the

very assumption of eueh distinguishing characteristics,
• considerable degree of recognition of the vowel is already
admitted.
g second set of data was taken In an attempt to
get mere complete information on one or tv© particular
vowels.

The procedure varied somewhat from that for the

previous experiment.

This time, Instead of producing the

vowels over the microphone, phonograph recordings were
employed.

She voles used in making the record was the same

erne used to produce the sounds for the first set of data.
The vowels sere viewed on the screen of the oathodc-ray
oscillograph, and the recording was made at a period during
which the vowel showed a particularly steady wave form,
a switch In the recording head circuit made It possible to
record only this steady wave fora.

The recording head was

first placed on the dlso with no current activating It; at
the desired moment the swtjleh was thrown, and several
seconds of the vowel were recorded.

The head was then

picked up from the record, thus leaving a space between
each tvo vowels.
When the segments were presented, the Individual
operating the switches placed the phonograph pick-up on
the recording.

There was sufficient vibration from the

pick-up itself for the operator to tell when each vowel
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began, and an attempt was made on All vomit to allow the
a s m l a t o m l to elapse each time before the pendulum wee
released.

With this technique, the segment* presented

could be taken from the record at approximately the seme
point from which the master ware forms were taken.

In

this way it wee hoped to obtain segments which would
be much more easily identifiable with the master wares.
: In this second experiment, the members of the
phonetics class again screed as subjects; and the data
were taken at two evclock in the afternoon, the regular
class hour,

fhe technique for photographing was the same

as before, and the column and series number for each rowel
w a announced to the subjects over the microphone by an
additional parson.
The vowels were given In series of five, and with
no duplications.

(*e) and lo) were photographed for later

analysis, and the other three vowels were presented merely
as •jokers.*

1 total of 1? vowels was used, and lb subjects

served la the experlmeat.

CHAPTER VX
BATA
The photographs taken of the vowels ere given in
the following pages*
given vowel*

Eech page presents the data for a

It m s necessary to choose the boundaries

for each cycle arbitrarily*

In accordance with the theory

of harmonic analysis, a Method of determining the extreme
Ities of each cycle would have been to discover the point of
sere phase for the fundamental, that is, the point in the
wave fort at which the curve of the fundamental starts
to rise above the axis*

Since, for the present investigation,

this is Impossible, some convenient characteristic in each
master wave form is arbitrarily chosen as the beginning
of the cycle, and the point at which this characteristic is
next repeated thus becomes the end of the cycle*

There is

no particular relationship, therefore, between the point
chosen as the beginning of the wave length for one vowel v
and the point chosen as the beginning of the wave length
for any other vowel*

The parallel lines in the figures

are drawn through these points, thus Indicating the
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booodariu chosen for each particular cycle studied*
tm the flret set of data, the photograph on which a
amoral X follows the vowel symbol shoes the master wave
form*

the number following the vowel symbol on each

shorter curve lndioates the series In which that vowel
occurred*

the a mber at the right of each photograph

indicates the am ber of persons who recognised the vowel
correctly*

The total amber of subjects was 19 for the

flret experiment*

There were 388 recognitions of the

vowels photographed*

The total possible amber of

recognitions was 703; thus there was 46*3$ recognition*
This was the approximate percentage considered necessary
to give accurate information concerning the problem in
the present study*
Table I gives the series of vowels used at the
first session*

The vowel used as the *joker® in each

series Is underlined*

The interval for the short segments

Is a constant throughout, and is *00359 of a second, or
approximately *345 of one wave length at 96 vibrations
per second*

As previously explained, the curves are

read from right to left instead of in the usual manner*
The short segments are set irregularly on the page so as
to fall beneath the corresponding wave forms in the
master photograph*
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Fig* ©•— Faster and short segments of the vowel (i)
with the numbers of recognitions.
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Fig, 6 shows the M ater <1} vowel, and photographs
of the four short segments presented to the subjects;
beside eaoh fils la given the number of persons, out of
the total of 19, who recognised the segment.

All of

these wave forma correspond reasonably well with that of
the master, (1)3 M u g the moat difficult to locate.
Die tvo vertical lines on the page represent the
arbitrarily chosen boundaries of the master wave fora,
Die beginning of this wave length occurring at the right
and the beginning of the next succeeding wave form occurring
at the left,

fortunately, all portions of the cycle are

represented by this particular set of curves,

With the

exception of (1)4, the sounds appear fairly difficult to
recognise; this vowel, however, shows 100$ recognition.
It la Interesting to note that the distinguishing feature
of this segment appears to be the right hand section, as
the left half appears In (1)3, which was recognised only
3 times,
Whether there is a special facility in the recognition
of segments containing this particular portion, however,
could only be determined with an exhaustive set of data
concerning this particular cycle.

It may be, of course,

that the acoustic spectrum of this specific segment readers
it much more easily recognised than segments which even
occur in an almost identical position, end which thus
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bavo aoaaidorabls of its t i n t & m in coowm*

Tfc*

t l ^ l f i w l fast to tba prntat study, however, is that
thio

Sllftrtftot la reeogaittoa did oesar.
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Fig* 7.— Master sod short segments of the vowel (r)
with the numbers of recognitions*

m

Fif« short aegaents of the (^> vowel were
recognition t««t« and are shown la Fig* 7.
Boferlwwltll, a ouch poorer asapling of the complete
cycle i»« obtained.

(1)( sad (r)6 show eapseially

significant m o p i U o a t «
m t
(1)5.

(?)d* however, appears to

fren an almost identical portion of the cycle aa
Since this latter segment «•« recognised only

6 tinea, the question arises aa to the source of the
diffcrease la to# ra ttr er recognitions between the
two segments.

It seems hardly possible that this

difference eaa he attributed entirely to the alight
variations la quality which appear, but it nay have resulted
freai payehological variations beyond the control of the
experimenter.

Xt ahcfuld alee be pointed out that, at this

extremely short interval, fee tore which would otherwise
appear insignificant aay have considerable bearing upon
recognition.
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& illli mere representative group of curves Is
•t o w Is H | » 9»

tost of %to short (^e.) segmeats agree

rather well with the mastert but others do not.

It

should be remembered, however, that, so far as wee
huatfilf possible, the actual quality produced at the
microphone ess held constant.

Wide variations in

recognition appear throughout the cycle.

Certainly

the difference between 0 recognitions and 17 recognitions
la 19 indicates that one segment taken from the (3£)
cycle is more easily recognised than certain others*
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0

J

¥

H g, t o , — iiaafcnr and a b o rt eegasonte o f the vowel
w ith the nurabors o f re c o g n itio n s .
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fhe percentage of recognitions of the vowel (aS
as shown la Fig* XO, m o especially high.

Here, again,

tho a t e form* of many of the segment0 ere not easily
located la the meter cycle*

Throughout this study,

however, It le assumed that the master wave form resembles
fairly well the wave fora from which m y short segment
was taken.

To avoid inaccuracy, the peel tion of each

segment was determined by two individuals; and careful
anamination of the figure will show that each of the
short segments is located in the only portion of the
wave length from which It could have come.

Segments

occurring at the extremities of the arbitrarily chosen
wave length are more easily recognised than the segment
which appears near the center of the cycle.
score of 17 for the vowels {<?)$ and

The recognition

near the beginning

of the wave length is especially significant.
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8

Fig. 11.--Raster and afiorfc segsaenta of the vowel (3)
with the nottber* of recognition*.
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Veerly ill portions of the master wave length
are rejreeeateft by the short segments of the vowel (3),
as shewn in Fig. 11.

Those segments near the arbitrarily

chosen beginning of the wave length appear especially
difficult to recognise; while that portion represented
by P ) 3 was recognised with considerable facility.

n

i
I
X2««^tft8ter and short aegraertte of the vowel (^}
with the imsabera of recognitions*

For the most part, the aegeedta ahowa for (^)
do net closely parallel the neater wave foie,

The

algaifleant feetare la thle eat le the fact that the
eegeeat at the ead of the vara length waa reeognlaed
only d tlaea, while the recognitions for the curve® at
the beginning of the wave fora are eeoaieteotly higher.
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Bad short aegrasnts of the vowel («)
with numbers of recognitions.

A major portion of the master wave length for the
vowel (u) is represented in the short segments shown in
Fig* IS; and the ware f onus of the various segments
eerreapoad rather closely to that of the master*

The

wave ooourring in the latter portion of the cycle chosen
was most often recognised*

The low percentage of recognitions

for (u)6 may probably be attributed to its unusually small
amplitude; for it appears to come from approximately the
seas position as (u)S which was reocgnised 9 times.
should

It

be pointed out, however, that the various figures

{a*esen ted show practically no correlation between the
number of recognitions and the amplitude of the respective
segments*

The two segments falling in the arbitrary middle

of this cycle are those most difficult to recognise*
The phonograph technique, as explained In the
discussion of Procedure, was used in taking the second set
of data*

The numbers on the photographs precede the vowel

symbols to distinguish these curves from those of the previous
group*

Table XX shows the aeries used*

photographed*

C^e) and (0) were

There were no duplications In the series

for this set of data*

This time an Interval of *0001 of

a second was used, giving approximately *290 of one cycle*
A total of 17 short segments was photographed, and 51*7$
recognition of these two vowels was obtained from the 15
subjects serving In the experiment*

This slight increase
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In the percent of recognition may have been due to a number
of things*

A check shooed that (*£) and P ) did not receive

this high a recognition in the first experiment*

the

explanation may lie In the fact that an identical group of
subjects was not used; the difference, on the other hand,
may have resulted from the chance presentation of more easily
recognised segments; or, further, it may be that this
particular fraction of a wave length makes for better
recognition than does the other, in spite of Its shorter
Interval*

If this latter should prove to be true, the

basis would probably lie in the acoustic spectra*

Table IX. Tevala Frtstnlid at the abort Interval
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Fig# 14*~lfi*ater and short segsaenfce of the vowel (^)
with the mirabers of recognitions*
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Fig, 14.»»(Continued) faster and abort Bagmenta of the
vowel (3e) with the numbera of recognitions*
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*igkt segments of the (<&) vowel, shown in Fig, 14,
were presented for recognition.

In this set of data, the

members ere pieced before the vowels to distinguish
the* from the photographs of the first set.

The wave

forms, with one or two exceptions, show a much closer
parallel to the wave font of the master vowel.

Every

point cm the wave waa repeated In at least two segments,
thus affording an excellent representation of every
portion of the master wave form.

In general, recognitions

decrease as the segments progress from the beginning of
the wave form to the end.
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Pig, 15.*—Master and short segments of the vowel {O)
with the numbers of recognitions.
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frlfc. 18.•-(Continued) Master ©ml short aogaents of
tEI VowelP) with the numbers of recognitions*
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the various vowels were then considered together.

The

i f m g t of these differences « u next found, thus giving
the « m t g « variation occurring throughout the cycle.
It is obviously beyond tho scope of this study
to determine whether segments coming fro® one general
section of tho eyelo aro g t n m U j recognised more
easily than others.

Such a study would demand a largo

quantity of data for each specific vowel.
D m identification of a short segment as belonging
to a given vowel obviously will dorsad upon how aaeh tho
segment sounds like tho given vowel,

this very probably

depends chiefly upon the degree to which the acoustic
spec true of the given short segment rescabies that of the
complete cycle of the vowel.

Considerable variation may

occur, of course, In tho harmonic content of two segsents
taken from approximately tho easie section of a given cycle,
even though they have a largo portion of their wave form in
centos*

It is thus significant to consider the relationship

between the distances separating various segments and the
differences in the recognition of those segments*
This problem may bo attacked by determining whether
the distance separating each pair of segments is highly
correlated with the difference in the recognitions of
those segments.

For this treatment of the data, the distance

was measured between the initial points of each two segments
of each vowel.
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Sines the wave forme are periodic and continuous*
these measurements m e t obviously be of the shortest
distance between the respective points on the two segments*^
8s explained* the difference In the cumber of recognltions for each two segments had been previously tabulated,
Since* within the range of one or two millimeters* the
vowels all have the sane wave length* the tabulations for
each of the vowels were combined; and* for each set of
data* differences In recognition were then correlated with
distances between the corresponding segments*

Tables 1X1

and Vi shew the respective tabulations for the first and
second sets of data.
The order for the data given In these tables is
the same throughout.

The first row indicates* for the

first vowel* the distance between the first and second
short segments and the difference in recognition of those
segments.

The next row is for the first and third segments.

WhSQ the differences for the first and each segment which
followed it were obtained* the differences for tho second
and each successive segment were then determined; etc.
The order for (i) is thuss

(1)2— (i)3; (1)8— (1)4;

(1)2—

(1)6; (1)3— (1)4* (1)6— (1)5; (1)4— (1)5.

1. This is somewhat easier to understand If we
consider two sections on the circumference of a circle.
Obviously, the distance between two similar points on
these sections will depend upon whether we consider the
longer or the shorter distance around the circumference,
thus the distance can never be greater than one-half the
circumference of the given circle#
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TABUS III, Separate Tabulations for Each Vowel In the
First Set of tote, (i) Distance between B m h two Segments,
(8) the tespeetlwe Differences in the Humber of Recognitions
of Sech Tee Short Sounds Presented.______________
„
Vowel
“

T

O

Distance la
■ n : r ’... ■...
26
26
14,4
36,6
26

----------------------------------------------------

... T
15
0
14
1
15

Cr)

6,6
2
7
8,6
4,6
16,6
8
9
6,6
16,6

5
5
9
9
0
6
6
6
6
0

<£)

17
21,6
1
4,6
16
20.6

5
9
0
6
5
9

16
SI
26
66
16
57
7
22.2
21,6
56

12
16
2
11
5
14
1
17
4
15

<23
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TABLE XXX. (Continued) Separate Tabulations for £«eh
Vowel In the S'irai Set of Cote. (1) Distance between
Each two Segments. (8) the Beapeotlve Dlfferanoea in
the Huaber of Becogoitioaa of Each Two Short Sounda
Presented

Vowel

Distance in an*

Difference la SeeoKBltlone

n r a j — - - - - - - - 80r ? - - - - - - - - -

(J)

—

a
16.8
13.3
16.7
16.8
88.8
86.3
.6

13
e
18
0
7
1
7
1
6

87.3
4

9
1

6
86.8
31.3
81.3
14

1
3
10
8
6

10

8

38.8
33.8

4
8

(0)

4

10
35
5
38.7
33.8
«>

t s

4

0
3
4
10
3

H

I

1

1

17
36
87.6
43
18.4

1
3
3
8
3
8
8

1
16

- -

87

T48fcB IV. S t p m U
for Each Vowel in the
Second Set of Beta. (1) Distance between I«Bt two
Segaeate. (2) The Respective Difference* ia the Number
of BeoQitalfclona of Each Two Short Sounds Presented.

Vowel
"'"'^scLy*1
"

Distance la m .
'"",i ""

Difference in Recognition*
|»‘|
"
4
4

rns--- - 53
10.5

40

8
13
50

580

38.3
8
14.5

58.5
25
7
57.5
51
5

m
18
25
28
30.5
24
2

3.5

52.5
25

2
70
81
02
35
5
4

2
35
5
4
5
7
3
5
2
8
1
10
1
0
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table n r . fcwttawd) s«p*r*t« Tabulation* for U»eh
Tovtl 1a tha Saoond Sot of Data. (1) Di stance between
Sadi 9oo
(8) Th* Ratptallv# Differences
la the t abtf of Recognitions of Saeh Two Short Sound#
Presented.
Towel

Distance In **•
SB----------- ...*....T
£0
5
8
54
1
21
7
4
8
84
4
86
1
0
12
17
1
8
6
18
0
54
1
12
5
11
8
58
15
15
6
54
12
84
15
6
9
7
6
16
7
15
1
40* &
0
10
4
9
7
59.5
6
16*5
7
89.5
3
88
0
16.5
1
89
3
51
6
6
4
2
7
25
5
25*5

131--------- -

89

By the use of these tables, the distances separating
the w i e w i segments were correlated with the corresponding
differences In recognitions.

The correlation coefficient

for the first sad second sets of data were .176 end ,033,
respectively,
end .0878.

the respective probable errors were .0848

These correlations shew that the difference

in the amber of recognitions of any two segments will
hews little relation to the distance separating those
segae&ts.

Tims two segments nay be very closer together

and m e recognised with ease, the other with difficulty.
8a the other hand, two segments m y lie at some distance
free each other and yet be recognized with the earn degree
of facility*
This does not iaply, it should be pointed out, that
in general segments coning fron one portion of the wave
leagth are as easily recognized as those coining fron
another*

for example, If one very specialized portion of

the wave length should prove to be much more easily recognized
than all others, it is still possible for such a correlation
coefficient as that found above to occur.

Second, it is

conceivable that two or more general sections of the
amplete wave form nay b# more easily recognized than
others.

This situation, likewise, would not preclude

such correlation coefficients as obtained in the present
study.
The results obtained la the present investigation
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CG3CLUSI0HS
Pro* the data as her© presented, four specific
eooohsiofit may be drawn.
!•

fble study verifies Gray1a findings that

lifldfioai reeoftpltloaa may occur on only a, ©stall
fraction of one complete vowel cycle.

dray found

considerable recognition at .DOS of a second, giving
•24 of a cycle; in the present investigation, over $0$
recognition was obtained at an interval of .0031 of a
second, giving approximately .228 of a cycle.
2*

A great number of instances occurred in which

the wave fora of the short segment closely paralleled a
portion of the master wave#

In the presentation of

these particular segments, the specific section presented
from the complete cycle was the only variable.

For each

vowel, marked differences appeared In the number of
recognitions of these various segments.

This gives

conclusive evidence that for vowel sounds definite
differences occur in the facility with which various
seetioas of a flven wave length are recognised#
differences wore treated statistically.
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Nineteen

Iheae

m

subjects were used in taking the first set of data, and
the average variation in recognition for the eight vowels
studied was 6*9, or 31$; 1C subjects were used In the
second session, and there was an average variation In
reeegaltloa of 4*9, or 30*6$*

The fact that such variations

exist will obviously now have to be taken Into consideration
in say attempt to standardise tests of the minimum duration
of vowel sounds necessary for recognition.

It should

further be pointed out that vowel sounds, as normally
intoned by different individuals, vary in pitch and
quality, and thus In wave form, so as to preclude any
comprehensive statements concerning the segments generally
most easily recognised.
S.

The distance was measured between the initial

points of each two segments occurring for any given vowel*
Magnitudes of the distances separating the segments were
then correlated with the differences in the number of
recognitions corresponding to these segments*

The

correlation coefficient for the first and second sets
of data were *176 and *023, respectively*
probable errors were *0643 end *0676,

The respective

These correlations

chow that the dlfferenoe la the number of recognitions of

•SI two segments will have little relation to the distance
separating those segments*

Thus two segments may be very

elose together and one recognised with ease, the other with
difficulty*

35

4*

Ai I rttnlfc of the wide variations la the

recognitions of the different segments presented, it
follow that variation not only occurs mla
the facility
umrn m a m m u m
M

I M

m iw m m iiw

■■»■■■■

m m m * *

H M U M m M i

a w » m

M

M

n * k

with ahleh various short sounds are recognised. but that
It i i w oocura la the ability of different ladlvlduals
to recognise ehort speech sounds.
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